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ABOUT
    THE BRAND

www.maanehmillinery.com

Maaneh Millinery is a bespoke headwear brand for the modern 

poised woman. We create well-fitting and unique handcrafted 

pieces for you to flaunt. We believe craftsmanship is a luxurious 

fusion of creativity and skills. We aim to authentically celebrate 

you by creating bespoke pieces to cherish for years and 

generations to come. The word Maaneh has its roots in the 

Sanskrit language that translates to a luxurious piece of jewelry to 

boost a lady’s grace. 

Our creative minds at Maaneh Millinery have you covered with a 

wide selection of luxurious head gears for any occasion. From 

premium race wear, weddings and cocktail parties, yacht 

collection, brunching fascinators, kids headgears to beach hat that 

are travel friendly. We create headgears that are as individual and 

unique to you, your style or mood.  Be it bold, sexy, fun, serious or 

majestic: no matter what the mood or occasion is, we have the 

perfect head piece for you.
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Nirali Rangwala is the founder and artisan behind Maaneh 

Millinery. She grew up watching the famous annual Kentucky 

Derby in Louisville and found herself more fascinated with 

the hats than with the horses. With her background in 

Aerospace Engineering, she brings mathematical precision to 

hat-making coupled with her eye for good design.
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All designs are hand 
made using the 
fine� materials to 
create a flawless 
finish that is both 
elegant and timeless. 



Discover creations that can be carried everywhere!

We look forward to serve designs  that can be 
customised to match and complement your outfits. 

@maanehmillinery  |  www.maanehmillinery.com  |  +91 7575052244


